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i.MX RT Flashloader Use Case
 

1. Introduction 

The i.MX RT Flashloader is a stand-alone, complete 

software utility for developing and manufacturing of the 

i.MX RT series MCUs. It includes both the Flashloader 

binary running in the MCU RAM and the PC-host tools 

to communicate with the Flashloader binary. It enables 

quick and easy programming of the internal OCOTP 

(eFuse) and external NOR/NAND/HyperFlash devices. 

The host-side command line and GUI tools are available 

to communicate with the Flashloader binary via the 

supported peripherals (USB-HID or UART). 

The Flashloader used for the example in this document 

is Flashloader_RT1050_1.1. The hardware platform is 

the MIMXRT1050-EVKB board. 
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2. i.MX RT1050 Flashloader 

2.1. Obtaining the i.MX RT1050 Flashloader 

NXP provides the Flashloader package on the official website. Download this Flashloader package for 

the i.MX RT1050 MCU and the MIMXRT1050-EVK board. 

 

 
Figure 1. Downloading the i.MX RT1050 Flashloader 

NOTE 

There are different Flashloader packages for different MCU platforms and 

they cannot be used interchangeably. Make sure to download the correct 

Flashloader package for the specific MCU platform. 

2.2. Flashloader package 

All the files and tools in the Flashloader package work together to achieve these functionalities: 

1. Communicate with the MCU BootROM and download the Flashloader image. 

2. Create a bootable image (SB file). 

3. Program the MCU internal OCOTP (eFuse) to define the boot mode, MAC address, security 

mode, and so on. 

4. Program the bootable image (SB file) into the MCU external flash 

(Nor/NAND/HyperFlash/SD). 

This is the directory structure of the Flashloader package after it is unzipped: 

 
└─Flashloader_RT1050_1.1 

    │  LA_OPT_Base_License.htm 

    │  SW_Content_Register_Kinetis_Bootloader.txt 

    ├─doc 

    ├─example_images 

    ├─Flashloader 

    └─Tools 

https://www.nxp.com/products/processors-and-microcontrollers/applications-processors/i.mx-applications-processors/i.mx-rt-series/i.mx-rt1050-crossover-processor-with-arm-cortex-m7-core:i.MX-RT1050?tab=Design_Tools_Tab
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        ├─bd_file 

        ├─blhost 

        ├─elftosb 

        ├─Mfgtools-rel 

        └─sdphost 

Table 1 shows detailed information about the Flashloader directories and files. 

Table 1. Flashloader directories and files 

LA_OPT_Base_License.htm NXP Software License Agreement 

SW_Content_Register_Kinetis_Bootloader.txt Flashloader release information and software content 

doc\ 

The doc directory includes all the documents: 

• i.MX MCU Manufacturing User's Guide.pdf 

• MXRT1050 Flashloader v1.1.0 Release Notes.pdf 

• Kinetis blhost User's Guide.pdf 

• Kinetis SDPHost User's Guide.pdf 

• MCUX Flashloader Reference Manual.pdf 

example_images\ 

The example_images directory includes example executable 

images. They can be used by the Flashloader tools to verify the 

basic process on the MIMXRT1050-EVK board. 

Flashloader\ 

The Flashloader directory includes the released Flashloader 

executable image. It can be downloaded into the target device 

and implements the supported features. 

Tools\bd_file\ 

The Tools\bd_file directory includes the example BD files for the 

i.MX RT1050 platform. The BD file is the “Boot Description” file. It 

is used by the elftosb tool to control the sequence of the 

bootloader commands present in the final bootable output file. 

Tools\blhost\ 

The Tools\blhost directory includes the blhost tool for the 

Windows®/MAC/Linux OS host systems. 

The blhost application is a command-line utility used by the host 

computer to initiate the communication and inject commands to 

the Flashloader running on the target device. It can communicate 

directly with the Flashloader over the host computer UART (Serial 

Port) or USB connections and then implement the programming of 

the internal eFuse and the external flash device. 

Tools\elftosb\ 

The Tools\elftosb directory includes the elftosb tool for the 

Windows/Linux OS host systems. 

The elftosb tool creates a binary output file that contains the user 

application image and a series of bootloader commands. The 

output is the SB (Secure Binary) file. 

Tools\Mfgtools-rel\ 

The Tools\Mfgtools-rel directory includes the GUI Mfgtool and the 

configuration files. The Mfgtool is a GUI application for 

downloading and programming of application images into external 

flash devices. 

Tools\sdphost\ 

The Tools\sdphost directory includes the sdphost tool for the 

Windows/MAC/Linux OS host systems. The sdphost tool provides 

a command line interface for sending Serial Download Protocol 

(SDP) commands from the PC host to NXP i.MX devices in the 

serial download mode. The sdphost tool is very useful in the 

factory programming/manufacturing process. It can be invoked 

from other applications and is a very useful tool for testing of 

automation software, development and test setups, or 

manufacturing environments. 
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3. i.MX RT1050 OCOTP and external flash 

The key features of the Flashloader are the OCOTP (eFuse) operation and external flash programming. 

The following subsections provide a simple introduction to the Flashloader and OCOTP. For more 

details, see the i.MX RT1050 Processor Reference Manual (document IMXRT1050RM). 

3.1. OCOTP (eFuse) 

The OCOTP (On-Chip One-Time Programmable) memory, also named eFuse, is a special memory 

module in the chip. Any eFuse bit in the field can be programmed from 0 to 1 just once (fused), but the 

read operation has no limitations. The memory space contains the whole chip configuration. Here are 

some key configurations: 

• Boot mode. 

• MAC address. 

• FlexRAM setting. 

For the eFuse programming examples using the Flashloader, see Section 4.3, “Program OCOTP 

(eFuse)”.  

The eFuse memory space is not assigned to the system 4G address space, so the normal address 

Read/Write cannot be used to access the eFuse registers. A specific process is needed to Read/Write the 

eFuse registers and for the Flashloader to support this feature. 

The OTP memory footprint in Figure 2 shows the registers grouped by the lock region. 

https://www.nxp.com/doc/IMXRT1050RM
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Figure 2. OTP memory footprint 

3.2. External flash 

The i.MX RT1050 device provides various external flash memory interfaces: 

• 8/16-bit SLC NAND FLASH with the ECC handled by software. 

• SD/eMMC. 

• HyperFlash. 

• Parallel NOR FLASH with XIP support. 

• Single/dual-channel quad SPI FLASH with XIP support. 
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The external flash can be used to store the application image and make the i.MX RT1050 boot from the 

flash image. The Flashloader includes various flash-programming algorithms to support the flash image 

programming in the development and manufacture phases. 

3.2.1. Bootable image 

For the i.MX RT1050 device, the application image must be stored in the external flash device. It is 

different for MCUs that have an internal parallel NOR flash. The internal parallel NOR flash space is 

assigned to the system 4 G memory space and can be accessed directly by address. The core can fetch 

the boot image binary directly and run the eXecute-In-Place (XIP). 

After the chip power reset, the BootROM in the i.MX RT1050 always runs first. It checks the boot mode 

and helps the core to boot from a specific external flash device. 

For various flash interfaces and boot modes, the BootROM must get some additional information from 

the application image in the external flash device. By combining the additional necessary information 

with the application image, you get the final programmable bootable image. 

The additional necessary information are: 

• FCB (Flash Configuration Block): 

— Optional (used for serial/parallel NOR FLASH). 

— Offset: 0x0000. 

— Description: The structure of the external flash interface definition. 

• IVT (Image Vector Table): 

— Required. 

— Offset: 0x0400 (non-XIP flash)/0x1000 (XIP flash). 

— Description: The structure includes the address information of the application binary, 

DCD, BD, and CSF. 

• BD (Boot Data): 

— Required. 

— Offset: 0x0420 (non-XIP)/0x1020 (XIP). 

— Description: The structure includes the start address and size of the SB image. 

• DCD (Device Configuration Data): 

— Optional. 

— Offset: Defined in the IVT. 

— Description: Currently used to configure the SDRAM (SEMC interface). 

• Application binary: 

— Required. 

— Offset: 0x2000 (Typical).  

— Description: The pure application binary. 

• CSF (Command Sequence File): 

— Optional. 
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— Offset: Defined in the IVT. 

— Description: Used by the High-Assurance Boot (HAB). 

• KeyBlob: 

— Optional. 

— Offset: Defined in the IVT. 

— Description: Secure boot key information. 

The elftosb tool in the Flashloader can be used to create the bootable image. The Flashloader also 

provides some BD example files. Figure 3 shows the bootable image layout and the function of each 

block. 

 
Figure 3. Bootable image layout 

3.2.2. Booting from external flash 

With BootROM, the i.MX RT1050 can boot from various external flash devices in the XIP (NOR-only) 

or NON-XIP modes. Based on the IVT and BD information in the Bootable image, the BootROM starts 

up the application binary directly (XIP) or copies the bootable image to the RAM and starts up the 

application binary (NON-XIP). 

Figure 4 shows the process of the NON-XIP boot. 

• Stage 1: Bootable image is in the external flash. 

• Stage 2: BootROM loads the starting 4 KB of data from the bootable image to the internal 
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SRAM (OCRAM). It includes the IVT and BD information and will be used for the application 

image loading. 

• Stage 3: BootROM transfers the starting 4 KB of data from the internal SRAM (OCRAM) to the 

destination address space of the bootable image. 

• Stage 4: BootROM continues loading the rest of the bootable image from the external flash to the 

destination address space and starts up the application binary. 

 

 
Figure 4. NON-XIP boot 

In stage 2, if the BootROM finds the destination address equal to the external flash address, it will skip 

the remaining stages and start up the application binary directly in the flash address space. It is XIP boot. 

4. i.MX RT1050 Flashloader use cases 

This chapter describes the Flashloader usage case by case and provides the command lines and simple 

descriptions. 

4.1. Target platform environment 

All the Flashloader use cases are demonstrated using the MIMXRT1050 EVK target platform, as shown 

in Figure 5. 

For the Flashloader usage, set the configurations as follows: 

• Set the “Boot Mode Switch” (SW7) to “0001b” for the serial downloader mode. 

• BootROM/Flashloader supports both the “OpenSDA/UART” and “USB-HID” ports as the 

communication interfaces with the PC host. 

• Set the correct “Power Supply Switch” (J1) based on the communication interfaces used: 

— OpenSDA/UART  - J1-5&J1-6 

— USB-HID   - J1-3&J1-4 
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Figure 5. MIMXRT1050 EVK 

When you set the USB-HID as the communication interface with the host PC (Windows OS), the 

USB-HID device (as shown in Figure 6) appears in the Windows OS Device Manager. 
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Figure 6. MIMXRT1050 EVK board USB-HID device 

When you set the UART as the communication interface with the host PC (Windows OS), the COM 

device (as shown in Figure 7) appears in the Windows OS Device Manager. 

\  

Figure 7. MIMXRT1050 EVK board UART device 
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NOTE 

The ROM detects the communication over the USB-HID or UART ports 

and the unused port will be disabled. The board must be reset to change 

the communication port used to communicate with the host PC. 

4.2. Serial Downloader mode 

The BootROM provides the Serial Downloader feature via the UART or USB-HID interfaces, based on 

the Serial Downloader Protocol. The main purpose of the Serial Download Protocol is to download 

bootable images (Flashloader) from the PC (SDPHost tool) to the device’s internal RAM memory and 

execute the bootable images in the RAM space. There is a set of commands to read and write a 

memory/register unit, get the status of the last command, jump, and execute the image from the provided 

address. 

4.2.1. SDPHost downloads Flashloader image 

The BootROM solidified into the i.MX RT chip does not support programming the flash device and the 

eFuse register. For the two targets, the Flashloader image is downloaded to the i.MX RT internal RAM 

using SDPHost (communicates with the running BootROM) and takes over the device from the 

BootROM (by the jump-address command of SDPHost). Then it implements the program process 

(communicates with the blhost tool). 

In addition, the SDPHost jump-address command can start up the image just with the IVT header. 

Therefore, the ivt_flashloader.bin image should be used here. 

1. Set the MIMXRT1050 EVK board to the Serial Downloader mode and connect the 

UART/USB-HID interface to the host PC. 

2. Open the Windows OS Command Prompt and change the directory to 

Flashloader_i.MXRT1050_GA\Flashloader_RT1050_1.1\Tools\sdphost\win. 

3. Verify that the SPDHost tool communicates with the BootROM of MIMXRT1050-EVK. 

— Using UART interface: 

>sdphost.exe -p COM17 -- error-status 

Status (HAB mode) = 1450735702 (0x56787856) HAB disabled. 

Reponse Status = 4042322160 (0xf0f0f0f0) HAB Success. 

— Using USB-HID interface: 

>sdphost.exe -u 0x1fc9,0x0130 -- error-status 

Status (HAB mode) = 1450735702 (0x56787856) HAB disabled. 

Reponse Status = 4042322160 (0xf0f0f0f0) HAB Success. 
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NOTE 

The “-p COM17” and “-u 0x1fc9,0x0130” are used to indicate the COM 

and USB-HID port. The value of “COM17” and “0x1fc9,0x0130” can be 

obtained following Section 4.1, “Target platform environment”.  For the 

USB-HID interface, the PID and VID values can also be omitted in the 

command. The following cases only show the commands using the 

USB-HID interface. 

4. Download the IVT Flashloader image onto the MIMXRT1050-EVK board. 

>sdphost.exe -u 0x1fc9,0x0130 -- write-file 0x20000000 "..\..\Mfgtools-

rel\Profiles\MXRT105X\OS Firmware\ivt_flashloader.bin" 

Preparing to send 90039 (0x15fb7) bytes to the target. 

(1/1)1%Status (HAB mode) = 1450735702 (0x56787856) HAB disabled. 

Reponse Status = 2290649224 (0x88888888) Write File complete. 

5. Start up the Flashloader image. 

>sdphost.exe -u 0x1fc9,0x0130 -- jump-address 0x20000400 

Status (HAB mode) = 1450735702 (0x56787856) HAB disabled. 

The USB-HID is re-enumerated by the running Flashloader image. The communication through the 

USB-HID changes from the BootROM to the Flashloader running in the internal RAM. 

 
Figure 8. Re-enumerated USB-HID device 
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6. Verify the communication with a running Flashloader using the blhost tool. 

# change the directory to 

“Flashloader_i.MXRT1050_GA\Flashloader_RT1050_1.1\Tools\blhost\win” 

>blhost.exe -u -- get-property 1 

Inject command 'get-property' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

Response word 1 = 1258422528 (0x4b020100) 

Current Version = K2.1.0 

4.3. Program OCOTP (eFuse) 

1. Download and start up the Flashloader image, as shown in Section 4.2.1, “SDPHost 

downloads Flashloader image”. 

2. Verify that the blhost tool communicates with the Flashloader running on the 

MIMXRT1050-EVK board. 

# change the directory to 

“Flashloader_i.MXRT1050_GA\Flashloader_RT1050_1.1\Tools\blhost\win” 

>blhost.exe -u 0x15a2,0x0073 -- get-property 1 

Inject command 'get-property' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

Response word 1 = 1258422528 (0x4b020100) 

Current Version = K2.1.0 

3. Show the blhost help information about the eFuse operations commands. 

>blhost.exe -? 

…… 

 

Command: 

…… 

 

  efuse-program-once <addr> <data> 

                               Program one word of OCOTP Field 

                               <addr> is ADDR of OTP word, not the shadowed memory 

address. 

                               <data> is hex digits without prefix '0x' 

  efuse-read-once <addr> 

                               Read one word of OCOTP Field 

                               <addr> is ADDR of OTP word, not the shadowed memory 

address. 

4. Program the eFuse register SRK_REVOKE as an example. 

— SRK_REVOKE eFuse OCOTP index: 0x2F. 

— SRK_REVOKE eFuse shadow register address: 0x401F46F0. 

— Program the SRK_REVOKE eFuse LSB to: 0x5A. 

— Program the SRK_REVOKE eFuse MSB to: 0xFE. 

— Verify the SRK_REVOKE eFuse via a shadow register. 

>blhost.exe -u 0x15a2,0x0073 -- efuse-program-once 0x2F 0000005A 

Inject command 'efuse-program-once' 

Successful generic response to command 'efuse-program-once' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

 

>blhost.exe -u 0x15a2,0x0073 -- efuse-program-once 0x2F FE000000 

Inject command 'efuse-program-once' 
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Successful generic response to command 'efuse-program-once' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

 

>blhost.exe -u 0x15a2,0x0073 -- efuse-read-once 0x2F 

Inject command 'efuse-read-once' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

Response word 1 = 4 (0x4) 

Response word 2 = -33554342 (0xfe00005a) 

5. Verify the shadow register of the SRK_REVOKE eFuse. 

>blhost.exe -u 0x15a2,0x0073 -- read-memory 0x401F46F0 4 

Inject command 'read-memory' 

Successful response to command 'read-memory' 

5a 00 00 fe (1/1)100% Completed! 

Successful generic response to command 'read-memory' 

Response status = 0 (0x0) Success. 

Response word 1 = 4 (0x4) 

Read 4 of 4 bytes. 

6. Some key points. 

— The eFuse bits can only be programmed from 0 to 1. The OCOTP ignores the writes 

changing from 1 to 0. For one eFuse register, the efuse-program-once command can be 

implemented for a specific bit field in multiple steps. 

— The efuse-program-once command includes the eFuse register reload command by 

default. The latest eFuse register value can be obtained from a shadow register after the 

“efuse-program-once” command. 

4.3.1. Program boot mode eFuse to SD boot 

• BOOT_CFG eFuse OCOTP index: 0x05. 

• BOOT_CFG eFuse OCOTP index: 0x06. 

• BOOT_CFG (0x05) eFuse shadow register address: 0x401F4450. 

• BOOT_CFG (0x06) eFuse shadow register address: 0x401F4460. 

• Program the BOOT_CFG (0x06) eFuse to: 0x00000010. 

• Program the BOOT_CFG (0x05) eFuse to: 0x00000040. 

• Verify the eFuse registers via shadow registers. 

First, implement step 1 to step 3 in Section 4.3, “Program OCOTP (eFuse)”. 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-program-once 0x06 00000010 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-program-once 0x05 00000040 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-read-once 0x06 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-read-once 0x05 

>blhost.exe -u -- read-memory 0x401F4460 4 

>blhost.exe -u -- read-memory 0x401F4450 4 

4.3.2. Program FlexRAM eFuse 

• MISC_CFG eFuse OCOTP index: 0x2D. 

• MISC_CFG (0x2D) eFuse shadow register address: 0x401F46D0. 

• Select the group 0011: DTCM 128 KB, ITCM 32 KB, ORAM 352 KB. 
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• Program the MISC_CFG (0x2D) eFuse to: 0x00030000. 

• Verify the eFuse registers via shadow registers. 

Table 2 shows the i.MX RT1050 FlexRAM RAM bank partition. 

Table 2. i.MX RT1050 FlexRAM banks 

Parameter DTCM ITCM ORAM 

0000 128 KB 128 KB 256 KB 

0001 128 KB 64 KB   320 KB 

0010 128 KB 256 KB 128 KB 

0011 128 KB 32 KB   352 KB 

0100 64 KB 128 KB   320 KB 

0101 64 KB 64 KB   384 KB 

0110 64 KB 256 KB 192 KB 

0111 0 KB 448 KB 64 KB 

1000 256 KB 128 KB 128 KB 

1001 256 KB 64 KB 192 KB 

1010 192 KB 256 KB 64 KB 

1011 448 KB 0 KB 64 KB 

1100 0 KB 128 KB 384 KB 

1101 32 KB 32 KB 448 KB 

1110 0 KB 256 KB 256 KB 

1111 0 KB 0 KB 512 KB 

First, implement step 1 to step 3 in Section 4.3, “Program OCOTP (eFuse)”. 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-program-once 0x2D 00030000 

>blhost.exe -u -- efuse-read-once 0x2D 

>blhost.exe -u -- read-memory 0x401F46D0 4 

4.4. Building the bootable image 

The elftosb tool creates a binary output file that contains the application image along with a series of 

Flashloader commands. The output file is known as an SB (Secure Binary) file. These files have a .sb 

extension. The tool uses an input command file to control a sequence of Flashloader commands present 

in the output file. This command file is called a BD (Boot Descriptor) file. 

The XIP “hello_world” project for the QSPI NOR flash is used to demonstrate the process of creating a 

bootable image. 

1. Build the XIP hello_world.out file with “XIP_BOOT_HEADER_ENABLE=0” and 

“XIP_BOOT_HEADER_DCD_ENABLE=0”. 

2. Copy hello_world.out to the elftosb/win directory. 
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Figure 9. Copying hello_world.out to elftosb 

3. Open the Windows OS Command Prompt and change the directory to 

Flashloader_i.MXRT1050_GA\Flashloader_RT1050_1.1\Tools\elftosb\win. 

>elftosb.exe -f imx -V -c ..\..\bd_file\imx10xx\imx-flexspinor-normal-unsigned.bd -o 

ivt_flexspi_nor_hello_world.bin hello_world.out 

There are two bootable images with the IVT information after the above command: 

• ivt_flexspi_nor_hello_world.bin 

The region from 0 to ivt_offset is filled with padding bytes (all 0x00). 

• ivt_flexspi_nor_hello_world_nopadding.bin 

No padding bytes before ivt_offset. 

The later one (nopadding.bin) is used to generate the SB file for the QSPI NOR flash. 

NOTE 

The command may crash if the input file (.out) includes the boot header 

sections. Make sure the macros “XIP_BOOT_HEADER_ENABLE=0” 

and “XIP_BOOT_HEADER_DCD_ENABLE=0” are set when building 

the .out file. 

4. Create the final SB image. 

>elftosb.exe -f kinetis -V -

c ..\..\bd_file\imx10xx\program_flexspinor_image_qspinor.bd -o boot_image.sb 

ivt_flexspi_nor_hello_world_nopadding.bin 

The boot_image.sb file is in the elftosb\win directory. 
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Figure 10. Creating boot_image.sb 

4.5. Programming external flash device 

For the flash programming, the Flashloader provides an easy-to-use GUI programming tool (Mfgtool). 

4.5.1. Mfgtool 

The Mfgtool is a GUI tool that helps to program the external flash. It integrates the functionalities of the 

SDPHost and blhost tools and can detect an i.MX MCU BootROM connected to the PC host. 

These steps show how to program the SB image from Section 4.4, “Building the bootable image” using 

the Mfgtool. 

1. Copy the boot_image.sb file to the <Mfgtool_root_dir>\Profiles\MXRT105X\OS Firmware 

folder. 

2. Change the “name” under “[List]” to “MXRT105x-DevBoot” in the cfg.ini file in the 

<Mfgtool_root_dir> directory. 
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Figure 11. Setting the name of the LIST item 

3. Set the MIMXRT1050-EVK board to the Serial Downloader mode and connect the USB-HID 

interface to the host PC. 

4. Open the Mfgtool and connect to the MIMXRT1050-EVK board. 

 

 
Figure 12. Connect with MIMXRT1050 EVK 

5. Program the bootable image. Click the “Start” button to trigger a programming sequence and 

wait for it to complete, as shown in Figure 13. To exit Mfgtool, click the “Stop” and “Exit” 

buttons. 
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Figure 13. Programing the flash successfully 

6. Switch the MIMXRT1050-EVK board to a correct boot mode for the programmed SB image 

and verify the application. 

For more information about building the bootable image and programming the external flash, see How 

to Enable Boot from Octal SPI Flash and SD Card (document AN12107) and How to Enable Boot from 

QSPI Flash (document AN12108). 

5. Conclusion 

This application note describes the background knowledge of the Flashloader and the use cases of the 

Flashloader. For more information, see these documents: 

• i.MX MCU Manufacturing User's Guide.pdf 

• Kinetis blhost User's Guide.pdf 

• Kinetis SDPHost User's Guide.pdf 

• MCUX Flashloader Reference Manual.pdf 

6. Revision history 

Table summarizes the changes done to this document since the initial release. 

Table 3. Revision history 

Revision number Date Substantive changes 

0 08/2018 Initial release. 

1 09/2018 
Fixed errors in Section 4.3.2, “Program 

FlexRAM eFuse”. 
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